Making the Most
of Your Office 365
Spend

Office 365 offers a vast array of options for enterprises of all sizes in all industries. With the
numerous options come numerous price points — making it easy to overspend on unnecessary
features. There are steps you can take that help to ensure your employees have the features
they need while value is maximized and management of the system is streamlined.

Office 365 Overview
Microsoft Office 365 is a cloud-based suite of productivity and collaboration tools that integrates
applications like Word, Excel, and Outlook into a comprehensive package. Office 365 is highly
customizable, so it meets the needs of businesses of all sizes.
The Office suite provides numerous benefits for subscribers:
•

Seamless integration with Microsoft Office and other Microsoft applications.

•

Collaboration from anywhere, with applications that are accessible from computers, tablets,
and mobile devices.

•

Cloud-based technology is more reliable, secure, and supported than systems that are 		
housed on-site.

•

Customizable; include only the components you need.

•

Streamlined licensing company-wide ensures everyone is using the same version and
receives updates at the same time.

•

Synchronized contacts, email, and calendars allows employees to update information on
one device and see instant updates on all other devices.

•

Real-time file collaboration in Word, Excel, and PowerPoint allows users to view changes and
comments as others make them.
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Map Current and Future Needs
The goal behind mapping current needs is to understand how people conduct daily business and
what is required to support that work. The optimal solutions is to provide a seamless transition as
cloud-based applications, including components of Office 365, are deployed. Of course, Office 365
is designed to blend nicely with Microsoft Office software as well as other Microsoft applications.
You also want to create a roadmap of the future state of your company’s needs to address how
Office 365 applications can meet those requirements. That will ensure that company teams are on
the same page and help eliminate any gaps. Getting early buy-in from teams and openly sharing
information ensures efficiency and that everyone’s needs are met. Key components you want to
consider include:
•

Long-term goals and company vision; they’re subject to modification but set the stage for 		
future growth

•

A strategy for meeting the vision and incorporating the needs of internal and external stake 		
holders while staying aligned to the vision

•

Requirements for meeting those goals, including software needs, prioritized according to
importance

•

Timelines and plans to meet the goals, including specific milestones and a general timeline

•

Metrics to measure progress and ensure all stakeholders are aware of the status to keep
long-term goals on track
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Major Office 365 Components
Office 365 has many components to keep all aspects of your business connected and secure
whether employees are in the office, remote, or on the go with mobile devices. The major offerings
are:
•

Outlook: Industry-standard for email and calendar management.

•

Teams: Instant messaging, meetings with internal and external invitees, voice and video calls,
screen sharing, file sharing, and keeping colleagues connected.

•

Business voice: A stand-alone phone feature includes voice mail, caller ID, call menus, shared
lines, and the ability to make emergency calls. It features domestic calling, international and
toll-free options, and conference calling to non-Teams users or those without Internet access.

•

Defender for Endpoint: Offers cloud-powered holistic security, including vulnerability management and assessment, attack surface reduction, automatic investigation and remediation, and
unified security management.

•

Intune: A cloud-based service geared for mobile device management and mobile application
management. Employers can control how devices are used, including mobile phones, tablets,
and laptops, as well as protect company information on employees’ personal devices.

•

SharePoint: Helps companies securely store and share files with internal and external parties.
It allows employees to categorize files with various metadata, create libraries, and roll back to
prior versions if issues arise.

•

Core programs: These include Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Access, Publisher, and OneNote
that are industry standards.
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Rightsizing Licenses
Strategic planning will ensure your company has all the Office 365 components it needs while
eliminating redundancies and checking budgets. There are a few basic steps to rightsizing your
licenses:
•

Know your strategy around the components, including how they will be used and which
Office 365 components would be redundant. Some companies have non-Microsoft programs
for meetings or telephony already in place and need to be weighed against Microsoft offerings
like Teams and Business Voice.

•

Use what you are paying for by periodically surveying employees and making adjustments to
MS Office and other software applications to eliminate redundancies and unused software.

•

Know which components are needed for conducting daily business. Surveying various teams is
a helpful way of determining business needs for different parts of the company. Some departments may rely heavily on applications, while others just need the basics.
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Support
Software support includes remote troubleshooting of issues, installation help, and general help
with using the products. Support services may be offered through long-term agreements or on a
pay-as-you-go basis for individual incidents. Support services also assist with rolling out updates
and data migration, as well as customizing software. Support generally doesn’t encompass maintenance like licensing and upgrades.
For Microsoft Office 365 licensees, emailing Microsoft is the only support option available if a support agreement isn’t in force. Microsoft support contracts are costly, but having prompt support is
essential in today’s business world.
Support is available for a reasonable cost through other providers. Software resellers commonly
offer support, often at no extra charge, as a benefit for purchasing the software through them.
Resellers can also administer licenses to your employees. Note that software purchased through a
reseller is priced similarly to buying it directly from Microsoft.

Eliminate Redundant SaaS Applications and Services
Cloud-based Software as a Service (SaaS) like Office 365 is often full of applications and features
that users may not even know are available. Ensure redundant applications or overlap of features
aren’t leading to wasted money.
Redundancies in applications can pop up in many places, such as cloud storage on Microsoft
OneDrive versus Dropbox or meeting tools like Microsoft Teams versus Webex.
Organizations also need to consider how much they spend on SaaS subscriptions. Tracking such
expenditures across departments can be challenging, and in some cases, the data may not be
recorded. Renewing SaaS subscriptions, and being persuaded to upgrade, is often done by
individual departments and billed to those departments’ budgets.
Redundancies and overlap don’t only affect the bottom line. They can cause confusion, inconsistency, security concerns, inconsistent user experience, and process documentation gaps.
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Cost of Managing On-Premise vs. Cloud Applications
Traditionally, companies placed all of their data and applications in an on-site data center, incurring hardware and management expenses as well as risk. Company operations were subject to
power outages, natural disasters, and hardware issues.
Cloud-based computing moves storage and applications to the cloud, offering secure access 24/7,
saving money, and streamlining management for IT teams. Cloud-based computing is becoming
mainstream, growing rapidly due to scalability, ease-of-use, efficient sharing of data, and security
features.
Microsoft products like Azure, a big part of the Office 365 ecosystem, are helping companies move
operations to the cloud. Azure, Microsoft’s operating system for cloud-based computing, is designed to build, deploy, and manage applications.
Azure has a wide variety of helpful features, including:
•

Platform as a Service (PaaS) for building out cloud-based applications and services.

•

Website development on various platforms and programming models.

•

Virtual machines to assist with migration without altering the underlying code.

•

SQL database applications on the cloud using a SQL server in a secure environment.

•

PaaS for securely housing media like streaming content, images, and other key assets.
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How Do Managed Services for Office 365 Work?
Managed services for Office 365 can optimize the applications for your organization while streamlining IT management. Support services help roll out updates, manage licensing, and provide assistance if there are issues.
Efficient management has many advantages:
•

Virtually no downtime: Office 365 applications and cloud computing is highly available and
maintains high performance

•

Centralized visibility: IT managers and other company leaders can effectively track licenses,
budgets, and performance

•

Improved user experience: Employees will be able to efficiently collaborate with others regardless of device or location

•

Security: Company data, applications, and in-house and external users are able to conduct
business while being secure and complying with security protocol
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Microsoft Office 365 Management and Support with vCom
For comprehensive Office 365 management and support, vCom can help. We can provide insight into the
features your company needs and help you uncover redundancies, improving efficiency as well as user
experience. Contact us or call us at 1.800.804.vCom.

vComSolutions.com

